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Abstract -Graphical passwords are most preferable
authentication system where users click on images to authenticate
themselves because most of the existing authentication system has
certain drawbacks. To support users for selecting the better
password is an important usability goal of an authentication
system. User creates memorable password which is easy to guess
by an attacker and strong system assigned passwords are difficult
to memorize. According to the researchers of modern days they
concluded that graphical passwords are most preferable
authentication system as they have gone through different
alternative methods. The proposed approach combines the
persuasive cued click point technique and click based graphical
password scheme (C-GPS) with the purpose of improving the
image-based authentication in terms of both security and
usability. Also it encourages user to select more random click
point which is difficult to guess. Specifically, the scheme mainly
contains two operational steps: image selection and sound
signature. That is, users first choose an ordered sequence of
images and then select sound.
Key Words – Graphical password, Authentication, Network
Security, Usability.
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complicated passwords are hard for users toremember, while
shorter ones are susceptible to attack.It has been confirmed that
biometrics, such asfingerprint, face and retina, can be used as a
mean touniquely identify a user. This approach can
providerelatively high security in comparison with text-based
system. On the other hand, such system may be expensivefor
additional devices. Furthermore, biometric technologywill
make
the
authentication
process
complex
and
timeconsuming.In recent years, Graphical password schemes
havebeen proposed as alternatives to alphanumeric
passwordsby using images as passwords rather than
alphanumericnumbers
and
biological
characteristics.
Psychologistshave shown that images are more memorable
than words, thus, graphical passwords can effectively
overcomethe disadvantages of alphanumeric passwords in
terms ofmemorability [4]. The existing graphical password
techniques can be divided into three general categories:recallbased, recognition-based and cued-recall.

II. BACKGROUND

I. INTRODUCTION
Prompting the user to key in their username and password is a
traditional way of user authentication. Many authentication
systems widely use this method. However, passwords can
easily be guessed, vulnerable to key-logger and spyware are
some of the drawbacks to the approach [1]. Moreover, users
tend to choose easy password, in other words, passwords that
are easy to remember. Graphical password technique is
proposed as an alternative solution to text based. In this paper
graphical password is focused which is mainly depends on
images rather than alphanumerical. The main argument is that
users are better at recognizing and memorizing pictures [2].
Besides this, it is very difficult for attackers to steal pictures. In
addition, if the number of images in the challenge set is
sufficiently large then the password space will be higher than
the text based. Edge detection is a very important task for
identifying objects because humans can easily recognize
objects based on the edges [3]. From this point of view there’s
a motivation to implement a graphical password authentication
based on the knowledge of the edges and some others
important factors.Authentication is the act of confirming the
identity of aperson to whom he claims to be. Nowadays, secure
userauthentication system that works well is concerned
byresearchers and manyprofit-making enterprises. Themost
comprehensive
authentication
method
being
used
isalphanumeric password. However, it is well known thatlong,

Today, knowledge-based authentication is the mostwidely
used authentication technique, usually in the formof password.
A password is used to prove identity andgain access to a
resource. There are two kinds ofpasswords: alphanumeric
passwords
and
graphicalpasswords
[1].Traditionally,
alphanumeric passwords are widely usedin computer and
network authentication to protect user’sprivacy. One of the
biggest security challenges is usingcomplex passwords to
improve system security withoutcreating usability problems.
The trouble with complexpasswords is that users either forget
them or must writethem down to remember them, both
resulting in a bigsecurity problem. The challenge is well
known in thesecurity community. As a result, users tend to
choose
andhandle
alphanumeric
passwords
very
insecurely.Graphical passwords are an alternative to text
passwords, whereby a user is asked to remember an image (or
parts of an image) instead of a word [2]. They are motivated in
part by the well-known fact that people have superior
memorability for images. It is the best purely automated attack
against Pass Points-style graphical passwords, an evaluation of
how the model relates to user-selected click-based graphical
passwords, an efficient heuristic dictionary generation
algorithm, and a new spatial clustering algorithm for grouping
nearby click-points. The following figure below shows the
representation of currentauthentication methods. The problem
with text basedpassword is that user creates memorable
password which canbe break easily and also the text password
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has limited lengthpassword which means that password space
is small.Biometric based authentication techniques are
somewhatexpensive, slow and unreliable and thus not preferred
by many [4]. Token based authentication system has high
security andusability and accessibility then the others. Also the
systemuses theknowledge based techniques to enhance the
securityof token based system. But the problem with token
basedsystem is that if token get lost, the security get also
lost.Therefore
the
Knowledge
based
authentication
techniquesare most preferable technique to improve the real
highsecurity. Graphical Password is one of the knowledge
basedtechnique and it is categorized into Recognition based
and Recall based [5]. In Recognition based techniques user has
torecognize or reproduce the things during the login where as
incase of recall based technique user has to recall the
thingsduring the login in such a way that whatever they
selectedduring the password creation they have to recall it in
the samemanner.

Figure: Categorization of Password Authentication Techniques

III. PREVIOUS WORK DONE
Paul C. van Oorschot[1] says about Pass- Points-style
graphical passwords which have been shown to be susceptible
to hot-spots, which can be exploited in human-seeded attacks,
whereby human-computed data (harvesting click-points from a
small set of users) is used to facilitate efficient attacks. These
attacks require that the attacker collect sufficient “humancomputed” data for the target image, which is more costly for
systems with multiple images. Logically grouping the clickpoints through a click-order pattern (such as five points in a
straight line), and/or choosing click-points in the areas of the
image that their attention is naturally drawn towards.Amir
Sadovnik [2] says about attempts to constructdictionary attacks
for PassPoints which is similar to the MPP (Microsoft Picture
Password), butonly allows the tap gesture. In PassPoints, the
user taps n pointson the image in a successive order, which
constitute his passwords. There are two main categories for
these attacks: human-seeded andpurely automatic. Both rely on
the fact that users tend to select similarlocations in images. The
human-seeded attacks need tohave a small set of click points
initialized by humans for the sameimages they are attempting

to predict the password on. By clusteringthese points in a smart
way they are able to identify regions whichhave a higher
probability of being used in a password. Although thisyields
state-of-the-art results it is not applicable in the case of theMPP
since eachuser will select their own personal image, and
noprior information about the image exists.Amir Herzberg[3]
proposed an adaptive authentication mechanism based on
image recognition and negative training conditions. Phishing password theft via fake websites is an extremely worrying,
widespread phenomenon. With billions of dollars lost and a
large increase in the amount of attacks, it’s clear that today’s
defenses aren’t adequate. A click whirr response to login
forms, automatically submitting their credentials to a login
form on a familiar interface are developed. Most users also
follow email links from familiar senders and trust familiar
homepages, even if not protected by SSL, and navigate to the
site’s login page. When following those links and buttons,
users might reach a spoofed login page. The three click whirr
responses are mentioned to make the Internet a fertile ground
for phishing attacks. A variety of methods to prevent phishing
attacks, including passive and interactive indicators and
bookmark tokens are described.DorrinKhazaei [4] proposed a
unimodal person authentication system based on signing
sound. Person authentication based on only the name,
password or person identification number is not secured
enough. Human physiological and behavioral parameters are
focused, because these parameters are more unique and
human-specific than traditional ones. This approach of person
authentication is usually called biometric authentication.
Signature is the most commonly used behavioral biometric
which is investigated in two ways ofonline and offline. In
online procedure, the temporal indices of signature such as
signing velocity, and acceleration are involved to increase the
accuracy relative to offline methods and to recognize
counterfeit signatures. Here a unimodal authentication system
based on the sounds of the signing of thirty persons is
proposed. Signals are analyzed in online approach. Four
different types of features based on cepstrum analysis and
parametric models are extracted and classified with three
different distance based classifiers. For the evaluation of the
proposed authentication system, 10xl0 fold cross-validation
method is used and the results are reported in terms of False
Accept Rate (FAR) and False Reject Rate (FRR) metrics.

IV. GRAPHICAL PASSWORD AUTHENTICATION
1.PassPointsStyle:PassPoints-Style Graphical Passwords
which focuses on bottom-up visual attention, using the
computational model of visual attention of Itti as this model is
well-known, and there is empirical evidence that it captures
people’s bottom-up visual attention [1]. The general idea is that
areas of an image are salient (or visually “stand out”) when
they differ from their surroundings. PassPoints involves a user
creating a five-point click sequence on a background image.
These graphical passwords have reasonable login and creation
times, acceptable error rates, decent general perception, and
less interference between multiple passwords when compared
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to text passwords. A successful dictionary attack must be able
to efficiently generate a dictionary containing highly probable
passwords. The size of a dictionary is normally considered the
most important cost for a dictionary attack, whereas the cost of
dictionary generation is often neglected; the latter is reasonable
if a one-time pre-computation can be reused. Alternately, if the
dictionary must be generated on-the-fly, or recomputed each
time (e.g., for a different background image), then the cost of
dictionary generation may become as or more important than
the size of the dictionary itself. Given an alphabet, it can
efficiently generate -permutations that also satisfy a predefined
set of conditions (e.g., click-order heuristics). This method is
more efficient than generating all possible -permutations from
the alphabet and then checking which ones satisfy a predefined
condition.
2. AcousAuth: Smartphone empowered system designed for
personal authentication is described as AcousAuth. AcousAuth
adopts the emerging friendly jamming technique from radio
communication for data confidentiality and it features a
seamless, faster, easier and safer user authentication process
without the need for special infrastructure [3]. This system is
intended to provide security assurances comparable to or
greater than that of conventional authentication systems while
offering the same user experience as inputting a password
alone. AcousAuth provides a purely software-based solution to
secure Smartphone short-range communication without key
agreement phase and it is potentially well suited for legacy
mobile devices. Despite the computational restrictions
andbandwidth of mobile device, the mobile application is able
to maintain real-time performance.
Two modules are implemented which is described asfollows,
Module I: The seed value or unique value forthe user is set
in Module I. Selecting the Firstimage is a vital role played by
seed value. For further image selection also this seed value is
used.The seed value is generating on the basis of user name.
Thenthe user name and seed value will decide the First image.
Module II: CenteredDiscretization technique isimplemented
in module II. Discretization is used to just allow the
correctclick-points to be accepted in the region without storing
exactclick-point co-ordinates. Centre tolerance is offered by
Centered Discretization such that during password creation
aninvisible grid is overlaid in such a way that the grid comes
incenter with respect to selected click-point and the grid
sizeused is 2r×2r. The image is divided into square\
toleranceregions, to verify whether a login click-point comes
within thesame tolerance region as the original click-point. The
grids location is set for every clickpoint during password
creation and there is an identical tolerance area centered onthe
original click-point, by calculating the appropriate value and
grid offset (in pixels) from an origin at thetop-left corner of the
image. Later during user login, thesystem uses the originally
recorded grid offsets to place thegrid and determine the
acceptance of the each login clickpoint.

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In Click based graphical password scheme (C-GPS), users
are required to select several images from an image pool is the

first step known as image selection. Users should first select n
∈ N1 images if suppose there are N1 images in the image pool,
in a fixed order and remember this order of images like a story.
The images in the pool are everyday images with different
topics (e.g., images of cartoon characters, images of
landscape). Subsequently, users should further choose k ∈ n
images from the above selected n images which will be used in
the next step. Consider while implementing the system, let N1
= 10 is set and users should first select n = 4 images out of the
image pool and organize these images in a story order. Then,
users have to further select k = 1 images for click-drawing their
secrets. During the authentication, users should re-select the
same n = 4 images in the correct ordered sequence and further
select the right k = 1 image for click drawing their secrets. In
Fig 1. below, given a case to illustrate the step of image
selection in the example system.

Fig 1. Step of Image Selection

VI. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
As shown in Fig a. above, there are totally 10 everyday
images (arranged in 5×2 grids) in the image pool that cover
various themes such as fruits, landscape, cartoon characters,
food, sport, buildings, cars, animals, books and people. Users
should first select 4 images from the image pool in a storysequence (e.g., {6, 3, 4, and 7}) that users can construct and
remember their stories through, using their selected images
according to their own preference and knowledge. Then, users
should further select 1 image (e.g., {3}) from the above 4
selected images to draw their secrets in the step of secret
drawing. During the authentication, users are required to reselect these images in the correct ordered sequence. Persuasive
Technology motivates and influence people to behave in a
desired manner and hence proposed system is based on it. The
proposed system is based on click based graphical password
system that not only guides and helps the user for password
selection but also encourages the user to select more random
distributed password. The Persuasive features are combined
with the cued click point in proposed system to make
authentication system more secure. Basically during password
creation the part of an image which is less guessable is
highlighted and user has to select the click-point within the
highlighted portion and if the user is unable to select the clickpoint then he/she can move towards the next highlighted
portion by pressing the shuffle button. Selecting more random
passwords is basically guided by the highlighted part of an
image, which is less likely to include hotspots. Therefore this
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works encouraging users to select more random, and difficult
passwords to guess. During Login, images are displayed
normally but this time highlighted portion is not present as it
only provides the system suggestion and user has to select the
click point as chosen at the time of password creation.
Supporting users in selecting password of higher security with
larger password space is an important usability goal of
proposed system. The pattern formation attack and Hotspot
attack (it is an area of an image where most of the user is
selecting it as the click-point) are removed by the proposed
system. Also it removes the shoulder surfing attack.

CONCLUSION
This approach may give us a better result in terms of speed
of recalling a password. A comprehensive analysis of existing
recall-based graphical password schemes, covering both
usability and security aspects can be performed. A novel
approach which uses sound signature to recall graphical
password click points is proposed. Larger password space is
provided by the proposed scheme then the alphanumeric
password is one of the major advantages. As Graphical
password is better than the Text based passwords there is a
rising interest in it, while people are better atmemorizing
graphical passwords than text-based passwords is an
importantargument for graphical passwords. Sinceit provides
the system suggestionit removes the pattern formation and
hotspot attack. Also the proposed systemremoves the shoulder
surfing attack.

FUTURE SCOPE
In order to improve theresults, other feature extraction
methods and classifiers can be studied, to ensure that the
usability impact is acceptable and that security is not impacted
in other unexpectedways.
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